Date: November 1st 2011
Location: SGA Black and Gold Conference Room

**Agenda Item # 1:**
- Meeting Called to order at 1.30 PM

**Agenda Item #2: Chair Reports**
- Advisor Ann Marie Palmer:
  I. Alcohol Emergency Program was introduced to be discussed under new business
  II. New weapons policy needs to be updated
  III. Victim rights will be introduced next week
- Chairman Jordan Shapiro
  I. Handed chair to Grey Dodge to continue the meeting
- Vice Chairman Grey Dodge:
  I. No Reporting
- Research Chair Michael Davis:
  I. Had the previous Alcohol emergency program binder available
  II. Continued to do more research.
- Outreach Chair Abu Ngauja:
  I. Continued to email faculty senate to update them with information regarding Golden Rule Review Committee
  II. Ali did presentation with Abu at various classes, Abu requested Rebecca to assist with presentations whenever possible.

**Agenda Item # 3: Old Business**
- Review Misuse of Property draft and include an amendment that will prohibit skating and biking on building access property
  I. New heading for UCF-5.008 Section 8 was approved and will be “Misuse or unauthorized use of University facilities”.
  II. Proposed Amendment was revised and approved:
    a. Misuse or unauthorized use of classroom or lab facilities.
    b. Abusing grounds or building structures including but not limited to ramps, rails, stair sets and entry way by the way of recreational skating, cycling or scootering.
    c. Unauthorized entry or attempted entry to any university facility
    d. Unauthorized possession, duplication or use of keys to any University premises
Golden Rule Review Committee

- Provide Rationale for proposed skating amendment:
  
  i. Patrick J Bohle - Director Landscape and National Resources and Arboretum emailed the Golden Rule Review Committee proposing rephrasing the skating policy in order to maintain the integrity of building structures. After meeting with Patrick the committee concluded that Golden Rule needed a clearer definition of Misuse of buildings and ground. Classroom and lab facilities were also included to address prior incidents and issues that had taken place.

  ii. Rationale will be approved in the next meeting

**Agenda Item # 4: New Business**

- Review Victim Rights policy draft:
  
  I. This policy will be discussed next week.

- Introduce Alcohol Emergency Policy (AEP):

  I. Background: Last year the Alcohol Emergency program was not approved by Dr. Ehasz due to extensiveness and rigidity of the program. This program is intended to create a culture of care.

  II. Ann Marie Palmer will ask Dana if she can attend the next meeting so that various questions that the committee has can be addressed

  III. Michael Davis is to contact various RSO Presidents on their input regarding the AEP.

  IV. Motion to table discussion until next meeting was passed with no objections.

- GRRC Power point presentation:

  I. This will be discussed in the next meeting as old business